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A world free from the devastating health, 
social, economic and environmental 
consequences of tobacco and tobacco use.

OUR MISSION
To help develop and implement the WHO 
Framework Convention on Tobacco Control 
(FCTC) as the basis for effective global 
tobacco control.
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In 2012, FCA’s campaign work focused on finalising negotiations 
on the Protocol to Eliminate Illicit Trade in Tobacco Products 
(known as the ITP) and on the agenda items for November’s fifth 
session of the FCTC Conference of the Parties (COP5). This was 
a great success: the ITP was finalised in April and formally adopt-
ed at COP5. And nearly all other FCA priorities were endorsed 
by the COP, among them decisions that recognised the need 
to examine why financial and technical assistance for FCTC im-
plementation continues to lag seven years after the Convention 
came into force. A strategic planning process, which included 
FCA members, stakeholders, funders and staff, resulted in 2013 
Goals and Objectives being adopted by the Board in December.    

Strategies to support achievement of FCA’s 
campaigns

ILLICIT TRADE CAMPAIGN
The Alliance led a small but seasoned team of advocates to the 
final ITP negotiations in Geneva in March-April. It helped to en-
sure that the final text maintained the essential barrier between 
public health and the tobacco industry by, for example, includ-
ing a new obligation of “maximum possible transparency” in 
dealings between Parties and the tobacco industry. 

ARTICLE 6 (PRICE AND TAX MEASURES)
After successfully advocating for funding for the Article 6 
working group in 2011, FCA continued this year to promote the 
development of strong Art. 6 Guidelines. In part thanks to this 
work, COP5 adopted a “set of guiding principles and recom-
mendations”: in essence, the skeleton of Art. 6 Guidelines. A 
working group will elaborate on those and submit draft full 
Guidelines to COP6 in 2014, while FCA will advocate that coun-
tries use the guiding principles and recommendations to adopt 
strong tobacco tax policies. 

OTHER COP5 PRIORITIES
Thanks in part to FCA’s advocacy, COP5 adopted many other 
critical decisions that will accelerate implementation of the 
FCTC, and thus benefit global public health. These include: 

 > A working group on sustainable measures to strengthen 
implementation of the Convention, with a solid mandate to 
look at why Parties are not getting appropriate help with 
FCTC implementation and what to do about it; 

 > An expert group on Article 19 (liability), with a mandate to 
look both at existing best practices and at the obstacles to 
litigation and how to address them; 

 > Start of work on an implementation review mechanism, in 
the form of a report to COP6. This should eventually mean 
that the reports that Parties are required to submit to the 
COP will be examined and analysed in a systematic fashion; 

FCA’s Strategic Priorities  
2010-2013: 

a. Promote and support tobacco 
control through the development 
and implementation of the FCTC, 
its protocols and its Guidelines as 
a global health priority;

b. Strengthen and influence the FCTC 
process;

c. Mobilise and strengthen regional 
and local civil society capacity in 
support of the FCTC;

d. Monitor the implementation of the 
FCTC, its Guidelines and proto-
cols;

e. Strengthen FCA’s institutional 
capacity to enable it to meet the 
strategic priorities.

From these priorities, FCA’s Man-
agement Team developed goals to 
increase the membership’s engage-
ment with FCA campaigns and to 
improve the Alliance’s institutional 
capacity.

GOAL 1  
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 > Return to the working group for review the draft policy op-
tions and recommendations on sustainable alternative liveli-
hoods for tobacco growers (Articles 17&18). Work should 
continue through 2013 and 2014, and a new draft be ready 
for the next COP; 

 > Adoption of additions on Guidelines for Articles 9&10 (prod-
uct regulation and disclosure) on reduced ignition propen-
sity and disclosure of emissions and ingredients information. 
This working group will continue, but with a reduced bud-
get, so without face-to-face meetings of the full group. 

 > Reversal of the COP4 decision on travel support to FCTC 
meetings. Airline tickets and per diems will continue to be 
provided for delegates of least developed countries, and 
airline tickets for delegates of all low- and lower-middle-
income Parties, at least through COP6. The Secretariat was 
mandated to raise extra funds to provide per diems for the 
latter group;

 > Continuation of the Secretariat’s work to promote South-
South and triangular cooperation for implementation of the 
Convention, in cooperation with relevant organisations and 
bodies;

 > As a follow-up to the COP4 Punta del Este Declaration, 
adoption of the Seoul Declaration, which focuses on coun-
tering tobacco industry interference, particularly attacks 
on FCTC implementation via abuse of international trade 
agreements.

MEET A MEMBER
Paula Johns

Paula is the outgoing Chair of the FCA Board 
of Directors. She is also the executive direc-
tor, and a founder, of the Alliance for the 
Control of Tobacco Use (ACT), based in São 
Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. In 2012, she 
led a successful campaign to ban the use 
of flavours in tobacco in Brazil. Read more 
about Paula. 
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Achievements
The following were the expected Outcomes set by the FCA Board of  
Directors for 2012:

 > ITP is adopted at COP5 with organisational and financial separation of 
COP and the ITP’s Meeting of the Parties (MOP), and initial work on as-
sessing technical assistance needs is agreed.     ACHIEVED

 > Strong Article 6 Guidelines are adopted at COP5. PARTIALLY ACHIEVED

 > COP5 adopts a strong resolution on financial resources and mechanisms 
of assistance, and invites civil society as a partner in subsequent pro-
cesses.          ACHIEVED

 > Regionally and linguistically diverse FCA task forces are active in devel-
oping advocacy strategies and, where relevant, formulating policy op-
tions,  in all of the Alliance’s priority campaign areas.  ACHIEVED

 > Civil society, including FCA members, are involved in key needs assess-
ments conducted by the Framework Convention Secretariat.  
              NOT YET ACHIEVED

 > FCTC implementation plans are included in at least three Country UN-
DAF plans, and applications for funding for FCTC implementation are 
included in applications of international funding agreements in at least 3 
countries.         PARTIALLY ACHIEVED

 > Additional US$300,000 secured for 2012 activities and income increased 
by $1 million for 2013.                  ACHIEVED

 > Board will conduct a face-to-face meeting in 2012.                    ACHIEVED

SHADOW REPORTING CAMPAIGN
FCA and its partners released a number of shadow reports in 
2012. At the start of the year, NGOs in eight countries released 
national reports. FCA released a global shadow report at 
the World Conference on Tobacco or Health in March, which 
focused on Article 6. At COP5, the Alliance released a global 
report that evaluated implementation of FCTC Article 14 (De-
mand reduction/cessation). Also at COP5, the African Tobacco 
Control Consortium, in collaboration with FCA, launched the 
first edition of the AFRO regional shadow report: Tobacco 
Watch Africa: Monitoring Countries’ Performance on the Global 
Treaty.

http://www.fctc.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&layout=blog&id=245&Itemid=567


 
FCA FINANCES
FCA membership continues to be free for Alliance members. In 2012, FCA  
received support from diverse revenue sources; however, it relied heavily on 
in-kind donations from many member NGOs and volunteers. FCA is audited 
annually by the independent Swiss accounting firm, BDO Visura, which ex-
pressed an unqualified or “clean” opinion on FCA’s 2012 financial statements. 
Copies of audited financial statements are available upon written request 
to the FCA Secretariat (fca@fctc.org). In 2012, the following organisations 
provided financial support to FCA: Action on Smoking and Health US; The 
Bloomberg Initiative, via the World Lung Foundation; Norwegian Cancer 
Society; American Cancer Society; Canadian Cancer Society; Campaign 
for Tobacco-Free Kids; Cancer Council Australia; Heart Foundation Austra-
lia; Global Bridges; Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada; Non-Smokers’ 
Rights Association; The Statistical, Economic and Social Research and Train-
ing Centre for Islamic Countries.

Increase membership’s active involvement 
in all stages of FCA campaigns
As was envisioned when they were created, FCA’s task forces 
on key campaign issues and longer-term tobacco control top-
ics took on increasingly important roles as COP5 approached. 
They functioned as forums for strategic discussions and pro-
vided practical support for the development and delivery of 
advocacy materials. The Alliance’s AFRO regional coordinator 
worked with partner organisation the African Tobacco Control 
Alliance (ATCA) to establish regional task forces. 

GOAL 2  

Our challenges ahead
Fundraising remains a key challenge for the FCA as a 
global Alliance of NGOs. FCA membership is free and 
the Alliance does not pool resources or raise funds as 
an organisation to support the attainment of its strate-
gic objectives. Our traditional reliance on a very limited 
number of generous individuals, members and funders 
is no longer sustainable in these challenging economic 
times. A fundraising plan is being implemented. 


